Geographic Distribution of Africanized honeybees (*Apis mellifera*) Reflects Niche Characteristics of Ancestral African Subspecies
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Abstract

The introduction of the Africanized honeybees (*Apis mellifera scutellata*) in the New World is reported as one of the most successful exotic species invasion ever known. Here, we analyzed this invasion process through niche modeling approach, comparing the performance of modeling *A. m. scutellata* with other African subspecies distributions, projected into the New World. We applied the Genetic Algorithm for Rule Set Production (GARP) on a dataset of the original distribution of the subspecies in Africa. Only data from *A. m. scutellata* and *A. m. jemenitica* generated projected distributions in the Americas that resemble closely the current distribution of Africanized bees. These results suggest that the current distribution of Africanized honeybees in the New World to a great extent reflects niche characteristics from the subspecies that was originally introduced, reflecting a niche conservatism process.
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Introduction

The invasion of non-native species is a well-known outcome of human activities that can be traced way back in the history of mankind. The direct and indirect consequences of such introductions vary from negligible effects to the extinction of native species and public-health impacts (Lodge & Shrader-Frechette 2003). Therefore, much effort has been spent in trying to find out how to prevent (or minimize, at least) the impact from the introduction of a species (Myers *et al.* 2000).

Controlling established populations of invasive species, however, often turns out to be an extremely defying task (Genovesi 2005). Thus, foreseeing non-native species' potential distribution can be highly valuable as a proactive assessment to deal with species invasions (Peterson 2003). The potential of a given species to occupy any environment can be assessed via the evaluation of niche related characteristics (usually climate and topographic related variables) from the native distribution, which can predict the suitability of the new habitat conditions (Peterson 2003).

*Apis mellifera scutellata* was introduced in Brazil in 1956 and during the last 50 years it has rapidly spread throughout the Americas, extending from the northern Argentina to the southern US. The spectacular success of the “Africanized” honeybees in these continents is thought to be one of the most successful biological invasions ever recorded (Schneider *et al.* 2004), although the occupation process itself is not finished. Also, some phenotypic and genotypic changes occurred during this introduction process, due to racial admixture with previously established European subspecies or adaptation to new environmental conditions. Given the negative economic, natural and public-health impacts that this introduction was expected to cause, several predictions of its future range have been developed (Taylor 1977; Harrison *et al.* 2006), although there are positive effects, such as an increase in South American honey production (Araújo 1971).

Here, a niche-modeling approach is applied in a retrospective evaluation of this invasion process, and the invasive performance of *A. m. scutellata* is compared with other
African subspecies by modeling niches in Africa and comparing projected distributions in the New World. Special attention is given to the discussion of *A. m. scutellata* potential distribution, since this can be relevant to predict the africanized honey bees expansion in North America. Currently, there are several different techniques available for modeling species’ distributions, each of them using specific approaches for relating known distributional data to niche variables (see Elith et al. 2006, for a comparative evaluation of various methods). Assessing the overall performance of modeling methods is not a straightforward task that could lead one to choose “the best technique”, since different approaches are known to behave differently under specific conditions, such as species and/or environment idiosyncrasies (Elith et al. 2006). In this study, the Genetic Algorithm for Rule Set Production (GARP), an algorithm that has shown good predictive ability of the potential distributions of species (Stockwell & Peterson 2002; Anderson et al. 2003) is applied. Whilst GARP performance seems to be inferior when compared with new methods (e.g., MAXENT) under the “typical” circumstance of modeling a species’ distribution on its native habitat (Elith et al. 2006; also, see Stockman et al. (2006) and references therein, for a discussion over an evaluation of GARP models), its ability to predict a distribution in unsampled regions (known as transferability) (Peterson et al. 2007) make it a suitable choice for this study. GARP has been widely applied to help understand patterns of species invasions (Peterson & Vieglais 2001; Peterson 2003; Peterson & Robins 2003), both to predict future invasions or with the purpose of understanding past processes.

**Material and Methods**

Models of the potential distribution of Africanized honeybees in New World were constructed using data from seven subspecies of *Apis mellifera* L. in their original distribution in Africa. A data set of occurrence points built with the combined data from the Institut für Bienenkunde (Ruttner collection, Oberursel, Germany) and from the Apiculture Group at Rhodes University (Hepburn and Radloff collection, Grahamstown, South Africa) was used. The subspecies considered in this analysis were: *A. m. scutellata* (207 occurrence points), *A. m. adansonii* (99 points), *A. m. capensis* (33 points), *A. m. intermissa* (19 points), *A. m. jementica* (72 points), *A. m. litorea* (34 points) and *A. m. monticola* (41 points). The listed numbers of occurrences refer to spatially unique occurrence points, which means that more additional occurrences within the limits of any given cell of the environmental variables grid are ignored. We are aware that *A. mellifera* subspecies represent rather a continuous variation of characteristics than clearly discrete units (Hepburn & Radloff 1998). However, since modeling would be impossible without establishing distinct groups (to define several “niches” at subspecific level), statistically discrete morphoclusters based on high probability values of assigning a given sample to a “subspecies”, based on previous morphometric analysis (Diniz-Filho et al. 2000) were used to define experimentally discrete groups.

The africanized honey bees distribution is known to be strongly limited by climatic variables such as temperature and precipitation (Harrison et al. 2006). Thus, to perform the modeling, nine climate related environmental variables that are included in desktop GARP (an implementation of GARP algorithm) were used: digital elevation model, ground frost frequency, mean daily precipitation, solar radiation, mean, minimum and maximum annual temperature, vapor pressure and wet day frequency. GARP was run 200 times for each subspecies (2000 iterations at each run), setting the convergence limit to 0.005 and the omission error to zero. The 20 “best subset” (Anderson et al. 2003) models were then pooled together to obtain combined maps, assigning a rank expressing increasing levels of confidence in predicting occurrence in a given region.

GARP methodology is widely described in the literature (Anderson et al. 2003), but two features deserve further thought here. Both papers that originally proposed using GARP in predicting species invasions suggested that the niche should be modeled in the natural distribution of the organism and then projected into the invaded area (Peterson & Vieglais 2001; Peterson 2003). However, when proceeding this way the models left several regions without a prediction of either presence or absence. In addition, the models provided spurious results, such as the prediction of *A. m. intermissa* occupying the north of Canada. This could result because as the modeling is restricted to a limited area (like Africa), too few “pseudo-absence points” are left, and the models get too many irrelevant variables. Thus, all models presented here were obtained by modeling the distribution in the whole world at once (though only the results on the Americas are considered), although the expression “projected distribution” was retained here for clarity.

In order to compare the subspecies projected distributions between continents, both New World and Africa were divided in a grid of 1° resolution cells, and the proportion of models predicting a given subspecies in each cell was calculated. Thus, each subspecies had two vectors (one for Africa and another for America) showing the number of GARP models predicting occurrence in each cell, and these vectors were used to compute Euclidian distance matrices comparing the distribution of the seven subspecies within each continent. A Mantel test (Manly 1997) was then carried out to correlate the two matrices, under the null hypothesis that pairwise similarity between subspecies is random in respect to African and American continents. Deviations from null hypothesis were established using 5000 random permutations.

**Results**

Figure 1 shows in detail the combined 20 best subset models based on *A. m. scutellata*’s distribution. High
A comparative analysis of projections from models based on different ancestral niche characteristics can provide additional information regarding niche dynamics of Africanized honeybees. Detailed patterns of abundance of Africanized honeybees are only fragmentary known and there is only a coarse expectation of its distribution, thus preventing us from adopting a more quantitative explicit comparison. It is possible, however, to rely both on the knowledge of distributional limits and suitable habitats for the subspecies in Americas, which are scattered throughout the literature, and on the information about the bees dispersion since the original introduction in Brazil, presuming that the highest rates of expansion occurred in the most suitable habitats (see Mistro et al. 2005 for an range expansion map). This way, it was possible to understand matches between current and projected distributions, although not precisely.

The models based on data from the distributions of all seven subspecies suggest that the current distribution of Africanized honeybees in New World reflects, to a great extent, niche-specific characteristics of the subspecies from which they were originated. Indeed, the potential distribution shown in these maps apparently make some sense given the knowledge of the subspecies’ ecological features (Ruttner 1988), as discussed below, and provide overlap of GARP predictions, revealing strong confidence of occurrences, are found in eastern cost of South America, in Argentina east to Andes and in Mexico and southern US. Some other distinctive features in these models are the absence of occupied areas in the Amazonian region and the presence of potential areas in the eastern US (covering a large region that is not occupied today).

The projected distributions of African honeybees in the New World for all modeled subspecies are shown simultaneously in Figure 2, along with their original distribution in Africa. Every subspecies has a distinct projected distribution, but *A. m. scutellata*’s is clearly closer to the current distribution of the Africanized honeybees (although, as discussed below, there are some important differences) than any of the other six subspecies. Both *A. m. jementica* and *A. m. monticola* show somewhat similar projections to those from *A. m. scutellata*, but much more restricted in some regions, especially in the US. All other subspecies show very different and unique potential distributions.

The Mantel test comparing the similarity of potential distributions between continents among subspecies (Table 1) revealed a significant correlation ($r = 0.55$, $P = 0.015$ with 5000 permutations), in such a way that subspecies with very distinct original distributions in Africa tend also to have dissimilar projected distributions in New World.

**Discussion**

The models based on data from the distributions of all seven subspecies suggest that the current distribution of Africanized honeybees in New World reflects, to a great extent, niche-specific characteristics of the subspecies from which they were originated. Indeed, the potential distribution shown in these maps apparently make some sense given the knowledge of the subspecies’ ecological features (Ruttner 1988), as discussed below, and provide

![Figure 1. Projections of predictive models based on data of the original distribution of *A. m. scutellata* in Africa. The color scale represents the number of models predicting the occurrence in the same place.](image)
Figure 2. Projections of predictive models based on data of the distribution in Africa of all seven studied subspecies. The color scale represents the number of models predicting the occurrence in the same place, following the same scale as Figure 1.

support to the identity of *A. m. scutellata* as the ancestor subspecies of the Africanized honey bees currently found in New World.

The subspecies generally assumed to be introduced in Brazil in 1956 is *A. m. scutellata* (Smith et al. 1989). The projection of models generated from the original distribution of *A. m. scutellata* in Africa quite closely match what is known about the area currently occupied by the Africanized honeybees in New World. *A. m. jemenitica* results are very similar to *A. m. scutellata*’s except for the smaller projected distribution. Along with *A. m. scutellata*, this tropical adapted subspecies come from warm and dry regions in Africa. Its more restricted distribution could be explained by a greater dependency of a dry climate. The other similar (but even more restricted) prediction comes from *A. m. monticola* data. This subspecies actually originates from an area that is almost entirely enclosed by *A. m. scutellata*’s distribution, although it is utterly confined to higher altitudes. Its dependence of a cooler montane climate, thus, is reflected in a very constrained potential distribution. Next, let us consider *A. m. adansonii*’s potential distribution: it is also a tropical adapted subspecies, but the models suggest a much more limited distribution both north and south of the continent and, on the other hand, they strongly suggest the occupation of the rainforest areas in the Amazonian region. This is also a very accurate prediction, in terms of *A. m. adansonii* original distribution which in part come from humid rainforest regions in Africa. Finally, *A. m. litorea* occupies a very restricted coastal distribution in Africa and produced a relatively restricted and fragmented range in the New World.

Furthermore, there are also two subtropical subspecies analyzed here, from which only poor predictions of current distribution of Africanized honeybees can be derived. The
Table 1. Correlation coefficients between each subspecies potential distribution within both continents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A. m. adansonii</th>
<th>A. m. capensis</th>
<th>A. m. intermissa</th>
<th>A. m. litorea</th>
<th>A. m. monticola</th>
<th>A. m. scutellata</th>
<th>A. m. jementica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. m. adansonii</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>-0,36</td>
<td>-0,27</td>
<td>0,49</td>
<td>0,10</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>-0,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. capensis</td>
<td>-0,36</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,34</td>
<td>-0,18</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,37</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. intermissa</td>
<td>-0,27</td>
<td>0,34</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>-0,54</td>
<td>-0,47</td>
<td>-0,26</td>
<td>0,01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. litorea</td>
<td>0,49</td>
<td>-0,18</td>
<td>-0,54</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,74</td>
<td>0,33</td>
<td>-0,09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. monticola</td>
<td>0,10</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>-0,47</td>
<td>0,74</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,55</td>
<td>-0,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. scutellata</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,37</td>
<td>-0,26</td>
<td>0,33</td>
<td>0,55</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. jementica</td>
<td>-0,02</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>-0,09</td>
<td>-0,11</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
<td>1,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A. m. adansonii</th>
<th>A. m. capensis</th>
<th>A. m. intermissa</th>
<th>A. m. litorea</th>
<th>A. m. monticola</th>
<th>A. m. scutellata</th>
<th>A. m. jementica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. m. adansonii</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>0,37</td>
<td>0,96</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0,73</td>
<td>0,81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. capensis</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,68</td>
<td>0,06</td>
<td>0,42</td>
<td>0,57</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. intermissa</td>
<td>0,37</td>
<td>0,68</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,27</td>
<td>0,31</td>
<td>0,52</td>
<td>0,54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. litorea</td>
<td>0,96</td>
<td>0,06</td>
<td>0,27</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,63</td>
<td>0,67</td>
<td>0,75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. monticola</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0,42</td>
<td>0,31</td>
<td>0,63</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,70</td>
<td>0,71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. scutellata</td>
<td>0,73</td>
<td>0,57</td>
<td>0,52</td>
<td>0,67</td>
<td>0,70</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. m. jementica</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>0,50</td>
<td>0,54</td>
<td>0,75</td>
<td>0,71</td>
<td>0,95</td>
<td>1,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
first is A. m. capensis, adapted to a local temperate climate in African and thus with a very restricted modeled distribution in the New World. Second, A. m. intermissa, a subspecies that is adapted to a climate somehow intermediate between tropical and temperate, thus have a distribution restricted in some regions, with large areas predicted by only few models (like in the Amazonian region), suggesting poorly adequacy to Neotropical environment.

It is important to stress that the projected distribution does not take into account the absence of factors that could diminish the fundamental niche in the original distribution, such as the presence of competitors (see Araújo & Guisan 2006). So, projections from niche-based models can underestimate the area occupied by an invader in a competition-free invaded environment, and the real distribution projected from any of those subspecies of honeybees could be actually much larger than is proposed here.

Our evaluation of the models thus suggests that the best prediction of Africanized honeybees distribution in New World was generated using A. m. scutellata's data, which was indeed the ancestral subspecies of Africanized honeybees (Schneider et al. 2004). This confirms that current pattern of Africanized distribution is in a great extent due to its niche in Africa. A conspicuous feature of the projected A. m. scutellata distribution is the absence of models predicting the occurrence in most of the Amazonian region. Despite that the colonization history suggests the dispersion through this region, there is a lack of studies discussing if they are truly established in this area. Furthermore, the occurrences of A. m. scutellata, predominantly dwelling in thorn woodland and grass savannah in Africa's rain forests are of very low density (Michener 1975), thus supporting this results. In addition, the models also show a large suitable area in southern Argentina, not currently occupied, but this probably reflects the already observed incursions of the bees in this region during hot months (Kerr et al. 1982). Besides, it has been suggested that climate itself does not directly impose a limit to the bees' distribution in this region, and this would be determined by food and nesting site availability (Dietz et al. 1985).

There is, however, an important exception in the match of A. m. scutellata predicted distribution and the known distribution of the africanized bees: the large area in the eastern US predicted as suitable, that has not been colonized, though it has also been predicted in another study (Villa et al. 1993). If the models produced here are correct, then the absence of the invaders in this region could be explained by two reasons: (i) the area is not colonized yet, but it will be in the next years; (ii) a non-climatic factor is precluding the occupation, since our model suggests that climate itself is suitable. It does not seem to be any kind of geographical barrier that could be hampering the expansion of the Africanized bees. Although it could be possible that control performed by the beekeepers of this region is delaying the expansion, this cannot explain why the eastward invasion is much slower (http://www.ars.usda.gov/Research/docs.htm?docid=11059&page=6, last updated in March 2011). It has also been suggested that the presence of the bee mite Varroa destructor could act this way, especially in those areas with high rainfall (Villa et al. 2002). Furthermore, it is difficult to predict how long the bee's migration will be prevented: even though eastern US is not yet occupied after 22 years since the first AHB record in the country, the expansion has not stopped (http://www.ars.usda.gov/Research/docs.htm?docid=11059&page=6).

A further quantitative evaluated this overall pattern was provided by the significant correlation between the similarity matrices of the distribution models for each subspecies in Africa and in America. Thus, despite differences between A. m. scutellata and Africanized honeybees and the discussion around the morphological clines in New World (which can be explained by racial admixture or adaptation, see Diniz-Filho & Malaspina (1995), the analyses performed here support importance of niche conservatism processes (Wiens & Graham 2005) in driving geographical distributions. Most importantly, niche conservatism is a critical assumption when modeling responses of biodiversity and distributional shifts in response to global climate changes (Diniz-Filho & Bini 2008). So, our results reinforce the need to better understand these patterns and processes to make accurate predictions and allow optimal solutions to the problems caused by these changes.
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